TQS Puzzle: "Tile Tango" by Becky Goldsmith

Tile Tango is from the book *The Quilter's Practical Guide To Color* by Becky Goldsmith. We just love this quilt. It almost didn't make it back to Becky after we taped her show...someone else wanted to take it home...

Watch Becky Goldsmith in *Show 2401: BOM 2019 - Sizzle*.

*TileTangoByBeckyGoldsmith - 36 Pieces Non-Rotating*

*TileTangoByBeckyGoldsmith - 100 Pieces Non-Rotating*

*TileTangoByBeckyGoldsmith - 289 Pieces Non-Rotating*

*TileTangoByBeckyGoldsmith - 36 Pieces Rotating*

*TileTangoByBeckyGoldsmith - 100 Pieces Rotating*

*TileTangoByBeckyGoldsmith - 289 Pieces Rotating*
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